FUTURITY

Judges
Ms. Sheree Moses – Bitches
Mr. Jack Kilgour – Dogs
Ms. Sheree Moses – Best In Futurity

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS: Futurity Dogs

14 1st  KENLYN MARQUIS' SULTAN OF SWING SEVEN HILLS DN58081602 Breeder: Kent Boyles/Liz Oster/Naomi Swanson By: GCHB CH Marquis' Can You Stop The Rain V Kenlyn -- CH Welove Duchien's Sweeter Than Honey OWNER: Holly Bryan | Jay Bryan | Liz Oster | Kent Boyles NE BIF

15 HYLOCK'S HE'S SHO FINE DN55813203 Breeder: Jerry Rood/Fran Rood By: CH Hylock's Q -- Hylock's Sho-Hanna OWNER: Kenneth and Marie Cunningham NE RFD

16 2nd  NAVA'S I'M THE ONE OF CHABLIS DN59173201 Breeder: Angel L Navarro/Cindy K. Bartley By: CH Canaan's Crimson's After Dark -- Nava's Penne With Chablis OWNER: Angel Navarro | Cindy Bartley MA BOF

17 AB  NEW ERA'S COMET DN57049701 Breeder: Stephanie Ann Mostoller Comeau/Derek James Comeau By: GCHB CH Lacomtesse Lucifer Morningstar -- CH Karizma's Princess Elsa OWNER: Stephanie Comeau | Derek Comeau | Richard Lortie MA RFD

18 TRATTINO'S GET YOUR SHINE ON V SIGNATURE DN56653902 Breeder: Terri L Stout/Barbara D Stout/Amanda Dash By: CH Peters' Elite No Reservations V Signature -- CH Signatures Up Close N Personal - Vknaufhill-Crsthvn OWNER: Amanda Jean Segedi | Joe | Leslie Beccia SE BOF

19 KUBISTRAUMS GALACTIC GAITWAY DN59706202 Breeder: Verna M Kubik/ Virginia Bailey By: GCH CH Bloomsbeerys Amadeus -- CH Kubistraums Tahoe II BN RI PT OWNER: Verna Kubik | Virginia Bailey SE RFD

20 3rd  CH HAMMERSMITH HEATHCLIFF HEATHCLIFF DN55298003 Breeder: Anya Dobratz By: CH Dawnhill's Big Iron V Hammersmith -- CH Kysarah's Lil Miss Diva V Gretchanya OWNER: Pat Zapf | Alyshia Funk GL BIF

21 JIMENI'S GUNPOWDER FALLS OF CLAYFIELD-MALIBAR DN57326602 Breeder: Sharon Avery/Becky McElroy/Jim Hall/Michael Avery By: CH Kis Malchik Van Contra Haus -- CH Clayfield The First Noel Of Norberge OWNER: Robert Drescher | James E Hall | Nan Kwiatek GL RFD
KLYN MARQUIS' ON THE ROAD AGAIN V HOYLE DN55684306 Breeder: Sharon Gabrielson/Liz Oster By: GCHB CH Marquis' Can You Stop The Rain V Kenlyn -- CH Welove Duchiens Riverly Hoyle OWNER: Paul Johnson | Liz Oster MW BIF

KRISTAL'S ASHER V CHERPA DN55146004 Breeder: Pat Draper/Celeste Draper/Michael Sherman/Kristan Sherman By: GCH CH Anne-Isle's Promise Keeper RA TDX HT NA NAJ OAP AJP NFP CGC -- CH Coastline Girl On Fire Of Cherpa OWNER: Pat and Celeste Draper and Michael and Kristan Sherman MW RDF

HANDHEIMS INDIANA JONES V CARLISLE DN58647602 Breeder: Kathy Hand/Dionne Carlisle/Brian Carlisle By: GCH Tebe Nobe Ca-She Desi Arnaz - - CH Handheims Girls Got Rhythm V Carlisle OWNER: Kathy Hand | Dionne Carlisle | Brian Carlisle SW BIF

MARQUIS' RIDIN' DIRTY V KENLYN DN56612002 Breeder: Liz Oster/Maria Oster/Kent Boyles By: CH Tatum's Welove To Trump That! -- Marquis' Straight Tequila Night V Kenlyn OWNER: Kathy Barrow | Maria Oster SW RDF

VON LOAR COMPASS PP LIVE AND LET DIE GOMEZ KARIZMA DN55698001 Breeder: Miguel Gomez/Carlos Arguimbau By: GCH CH Karizma's Montego Bay Von Loar -- Karizma's Galla Von Loar OWNER: Dean Patterson and Cortnie Partner SW RDF

CROSS TIMBERS GUNNISON LONG'S PEAK DN55692304 Breeder: Patty Korsch/Erin Nellis/Nanci L Nellis By: GCHB CH Long's Peak Golden Boy RN -- Makintrax Happy Hour Cross Timbers OWNER: Erin Nellis | Nanci Nellis | Patty Korsch SP RDF

CH COVY TUCKER HILL'S VIKTOR ODYSSEUS DN57049001 Breeder: Marlene Ward By: GCH CH Covy-Tucker Hill's The Dark Knight -- Covy Tucker Hill's Malyshka OWNER: Marlene Ward NW BOF

MAR HAVEN'S SOLITARE EROS V LENLOR DN56327002 Breeder: Carolyn Martello/Linda Kury/Amy Riley By: CH Paragon's Spend Away -- GCH CH Mar Haven's Ciarra V Sharlen OWNER: Lenny | Lorry NW RDF

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS: Futurity Bitches

HYLOCK'S CONVAIR V WHITSIDE DN55813201 Breeder: Jerry Rood/Fran Rood By: CH Hylock's Q -- Hylock's Sho-Hanna OWNER: Steven and Nancy Whitworth NE BOF
51  FRANKENHAUS VENICE  DN57831907 Breeder: John Ayotte/Teri Ayotte By: GCH Ch Beauchien's We Believe In Miracles CD BN RN CA RATN DN TKI -- CH Schneiderhof's Lynessa V Franken OWNER: John Ayotte and Teri Ayotte | Teri Ayotte  NE  RFB

52  WOLF CREEK DIAMOND IN THE SKY OF WONDERLAND  DN58720601 Breeder: Pat Walker/Deb Norman By: GCH Ch Lacomtesse Bellamy -- CH Wolf Creek Serena V Wonderland OWNER: Edward Farrell  MA  BIF


54  AB  KENLYN MARQUIS' OOPS!..I DID IT AGAIN V HOYLE  DN55684303 Breeder: Sharon Gabrielson/Liz Oster By: CH Peters' Elite No Reservations V Signature -- CH Signature'S Rosalita OWNER: Maria Oster | Liz Oster | Holly & Jay Bryan  SE  BIF

55 1st  SIGNATURE'S HARPER ROSE  DN58027406 Breeder: Joe Beccia/Leah Beccia By: CH Peters' Elite No Reservations V Signature -- CH Signature'S Rosalita OWNER: Joe | Leslie Beccia  SE  RFB

56  KAISERIN'S CROWN JEWEL  DN58448309 Breeder: Katie Bass By: CH Windfall-Cherpa's Illuminator Of Hickoryhill -- Kaiserin's Wild Goose Hunt V Fame CD BN CA CGCA OWNER: Katie Bass  GL  BOF

57  KIMBERLITE'S MY CHERIE AMOUR  DN55884903 Breeder: Kim McNamara By: GCH Ch Lacomtesse Bellamy -- CH Signature's Abby Scuito RN CGC OWNER: Kim McNamara  GL  RFB

58  STARRDOGS BUCKLES AND BOOTS  DN59327001 Breeder: Kathryn A Roberts By: CH Kaleef's Chaos -- GCHB CH Heartwood's Pistols And Pearls FDC CA DJ OWNER: Kathryn Roberts  MW  BOF

59  HYLOWE'S STROZZI OF EDAN  DN59613804 Breeder: Ann Schultz/Julie Tittl By: CH No Holds Barred Of Edan -- GCHS CH Hylowes Bitter Sweet Symphony CA OWNER: Julie Tittl  MW  RFB

60 2nd  MARQUIS' DIRTY DANCER V KENLYN  DN56612001 Breeder: Liz Oster/Maria Oster/Kent Boyles By: CH Tatum's Welove To Trump That! -- Marquis' Straight Tequila Night V Kenlyn OWNER: Kathy Barrow | Maria Oster  SW  BOF

61  WOODSIDE'S MAKE NO MISTAKE  DN61138601 Breeder: William L Campbell/Sandy Anderson By: GCH CH Woodside's Maxamillion -- CH Woodside's Mischief Maker OWNER: William Campbell | Sandy Anderson  SW  RFB
62 **SHADOW ACRES & CHOPAE'S GONE WITH THE WIND** DN58153606 Breeder: Sheryl Brockett/Lissa Cunningham/Carol Fielding/Cindy Tellefsen By: GCH CH Sogne Fjord's It's All About Me -- GCH CH Shadow Acres & Chopae's Interstellar HT FDC RATN CGC OWNER: Sheryl Brockett  SP BOF

63 **CARETTI'S LIKE IT OR NOT** DN58417702 Breeder: Cyndi Flautt/Jim Flautt By: CH Cross Timbers Blackmale -- GCH CH Caretti's Disorderly Conduct RI OWNER: Cyndi Flautt | Jim Flautt  SP RFB

64 3rd **SILHOUETTE'S RUN FOR THE ROSES** DN59131201 Breeder: SAMANTHA ROSENTHAL/Steven Klug By: CH Sharobi's Genral Flynn -- Silhouette's Talladega 500  OWNER: Samantha Rosenthal | Steven Klug  NW BIF

65 **NEW ERA'S CUPID** DN57049702 Breeder: Stephanie Ann Mostoller Comeau/Derek James Comeau By: GCHB CH Lacomtesse Lucifer Morningstar -- CH Karizma's Princess Elsa  OWNER: Sunshine Gipson | Emily Erskin  NW RFB

**BEST IN FUTURITY**  

**BEST OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN FUTURITY** 55
AMATEUR FUTURITY
Judges
Ms. Sheree Moses – Bitches
Mr. Jack Kilgour – Dogs
Ms. Sheree Moses – Best In Amateur Futurity

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS: Amateur Futurity Dogs

30 AB LI’LIS FINAL FANTASY DN56075703 Breeder: Lillie Crowe/Phoenix Crowe By: CH Barick’s Perfect Shot CA -- Li’Lis Veiled In Stardust OWNER: Lillie Crowe|Phoenix Crowe SE BOAF

31 1st RANITA’S MAGIC MIKE DN58547702 Breeder: Anita Clouse By: GCHS CH Class Act’s Shot Through The Heart Windfall-Hillsi RN CGC -- Ranita’s Tnt OWNER: Austin Marsh Ellie Marsh|Anita Clouse|Marcus Simpson GL BAIF

32 2nd TERRA NORTE’S CONSTANTINE THE GREAT DN58785402 Breeder: Valerie J Manning By: Terra Norte’s Round-Up Time In Texas PT -- CH Terra Norte’s Beautiful Girl V Animus PT OWNER: Valerie Manning SW BAIF

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS: Amateur Futurity Bitches

66 AB ADELHUND’S PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES DN55639101 Breeder: Donna Graham/Mark Graham/Samantha Graham By: CH Adelhund’s Something To Talk About RN -- CH Adelhund’s Four Leaf Clover RN OWNER: Donna Graham|Samantha Graham|Kamryn Graham MA BAIF

67 2nd ABIJAH’S MIRACLE MILE VALOR DN59029108 Breeder: Jill Lukasik/Hal Gill By: GCH CH Cherpa's Exxon Of Lealynn -- CH Marquis’ Elin OWNER: Michele Beatty|Ken Beatty|Jill Lukasik SE BAIF

68 AB PEAKES BROOK PROUD MARY V ARCTURUS DN58743407 Breeder: Rebecca M Little By: CH Peakes Brook Ring Of Fire -- CH Peakes Brook Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap OWNER: Susan Tomlinson|Kaitlyn Hollinger GL BOAF

69 1st RANITA’S PANDORA’S BOX DN58547701 Breeder: Anita Clouse By: GCHS CH Class Act’s Shot Through The Heart Windfall-Hillsi RN CGC -- Ranita’s Tnt OWNER: Anita Clouse MW BAIF

BEST AMATEUR IN FUTURITY 31

BEST OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST AMATEUR IN FUTURITY 69
GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS: Maturity Dogs

33 AB  CH KYSARAH'S DARK SIDE OF THE MOON DN55179201 Breeder: Frank De Bem By: GCHS CH Sirius Park's Midnight Train To Georgia -- Kysarah's Ruby Tuesday OWNER: Lee Parkhurst | Frank DeBem  NE BOM

34 AB  TRAFALGAR'S GAME OVER BITCHES DN54256504 Breeder: Michael-Robert & Susan Cheeks By: GCH CH Trafalgar's Iconic Mastermind -- Trafalgar'Schasingthedreamofeventide OWNER: MICHAEL ROBERT SUSAN CHEEKS  NE RMD

35 CH BARICK'S SWEET BABY RAY DN55494101 Breeder: Barbara Stamper/Jessica Ball By: CH Barick's Perfect Shot CA -- Barick's Shake It Up In D.C Of Gem-N-I OWNER: Jessica Ball | Barbara Stamper | Judylyn Fanning  MA BOM

36 4th  CH WINDFALL BEST I EVER HAD CLASS ACT DN53275601 Breeder: Jeff Pyle/Gary Szymczak/Patty Szymczak/Joyce Willis/Denise Fox By: GCHS CH Class Act's Shot Through The Heart Windfall-Hillsi RN CGC -- GCH CH Myjoy-Foxhaven Once A Witch Always A Witch Windfal OWNER: Tina Bogdanich | Jeff Pyle | Michael Little  MA RMD

37 AB  KRYSTAL'S KAYDEN DN52563502 Breeder: Michael Sherman/Kristan Sherman By: GCHB CH Cherpa's High Dollar Client -- Elite Design Asia Tokaye Dershimer OWNER: Kristan and Michael Sherman  SE BOM

38 3rd  CARETTI'S EXECUTIVE ORDER DN53949101 Breeder: Cyndi Flautt/Jim Flautt By: CH Cross Timbers Blackmale -- GCH CH Caretti's Disorderly Conduct RI OWNER: Christi Kirby Baron | Cyndi Flautt  SE RMD

39 2nd  RIVERROCK'S STORMY WEATHER HSAS DN55200301 Breeder: Dr. Zoa Rockenstein By: CH Woodside's Mind Craft -- GCH CH Karizma's Raven Of Riverrock RN CGC OWNER: Zoa Rockenstein  GL BIM

40 AB  CHABLIS WARLOCK V SCHNEIDERHOF DN55567703 Breeder: Cindy Bartley/Nancy Schneider/Jamie Stevens/Ardlin Bartley By: GCH CH Karizma's Montego Bay Von Loar -- CH Schneiderhof's Maleficent OWNER: Gail R Stiefferman | Herman D Stiefferman  GL RMD
1st **TODORHAUS TRIO KING KONG** DN53195801 Breeder: Sharon Todoroff/Kelly Foehl By: GCHP CH Marquis' Hermes V Kenlyn -- GCH CH Todorhaus' Trinity FDC OWNER: *Sharon A Todoroff and Kelly Foehl|Sharon Todoroff|Kelly Foehl* MW BIM

**LUZAK’S PURE MICHIGAN** DN53884101 Breeder: Elizabeth Wilkerson By: GCH CH Hylock's Sho -- GCH CH Luzak's Dance With Me OWNER: *Elizabeth Wilkerson|Mark Wilkerson* MW RMD

**CH ROSEWOOD'S MACBETH V KRYS TAL** DN53832101 Breeder: Michael Sherman/Bo Vujovich/Kristan Sherman By: GCH CH Coastline Fire Starter Of Cherpa HT -- CH Rosewood's Casablanca OWNER: *Anthony DeRose|Bo Vujovich|Mike and Kris Sherman* SW BOM

**NORBERGE’S POINT OF VIEW OF CLAYFIELD** DN54576601 Breeder: Pamela O'Dell/Sharon Avery/Michael Avery By: GCH CH Kennelwood' S Man U Man -- CH Norberge's Razzle Rosarita Of Clayfield OWNER: *Pamela Jean ODell|Michael Avery|Sharon Avery* SW RMD

**SCHATM AR'S AMERICAN PHAROA H HT FDC** DN53693806 Breeder: Bob Ghigleri By: GCH CH Sogne Fjord's It's All About Me -- Schatzmars Black Diamond OWNER: *Sheryl Brockett* SP BIM

**HESSEN’S HEAT SEEKER OF MARINER** DN54576901 Breeder: Peg Graham/Debra Kaser By: GCHS CH Rosewood's Midas Touch Of Kansten -- GCH CH Hessen's Myrina Of Mariner OWNER: *Debra Kaser|Peg Graham|Amy Nicoles* SP RMD

**WINDFALL'S VENOM OF CLASS ACT-BEE GEE** DN55451201 Breeder: Jeff Pyle/Michael Little By: GCHS CH Class Act's Shot Through The Heart Windfall-Hillsi RN CGC -- GCH CH Windfall's Sexy Chick V Winstrom CD RN OWNER: *Jeffrey A Pyle|Michael Little|Tina Bogdanich|Beverly Scofield* NW BOM

**CH VON LOAR RED RUM GOMEZ OF KARIZMA** DN51957417 Breeder: Miguel Gomez/Carlos Arguimbau By: GCH CH Karizma's Montego Bay Von Loar -- Karizma's Galla Von Loar OWNER: *CANDEE R FOSS|Fred M Foss* NW RMD

---

**GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS: Maturity Bitches**

**1st CH EAGLE VALLEY’S LADY IN RED** DN53117403 Breeder: Dennis Mulligan/Sandy Dancosse By: GCH CH Alkarah's Bossa Nova -- CH Eagle Valley's Chloe II OWNER: *Dennis Mulligan|Karin E Wagner* NE BIM

**HYLOCK’S CORSAIR V WHITSIDE** DN51802201 Breeder: Jerry Rood/Fran Rood By: CH Hylock's Q -- Hylock's Sho-Hanna OWNER: *Steven and Nancy Whitworth* NE RMB
3rd CH AMBER’S HONEY COMB OF JO-ELS DN53878307 Breeder: Joan Huber By: GCH CH Eagle Valley’s Country Boy -- Ambers Party Girl Of Jo-El’S OWNER: Joan Huber MA BIM

2nd CH SUNWARD’S BUTTERFIELD 8 DN54517101 Breeder: Jack M Bernal/Carlos Bernal By: CH Breal-Jogra’s Uriah -- CH Breal-Jogra’s Serena V Signature OWNER: Jack Bernel/Carlos Bernel SE BIM

PONCA HILL-TANTARA’S WHO’S ON FIRE? DN55658705 Breeder: Yvonne Kowalczyk/REED KOWALCZYK By: CH Breal-Jogra’s Uriah -- CH Ponca Hill-Tantara’s Heart Of Gold OWNER: Toni Pals SE RMB


PETERS’ ELITE SEXY IN THE CITY DN54879401 Breeder: Zoriana Peters By: GCH CH Lacomtesse Bellamy -- CH Depahl’s I’M Too Sexy BN RN OWNER: Zoriana Peters GL BIM

WINDFALL’S EDGE OF GLORY V BRIDGECREEK DN53275602 Breeder: Jeff Pyle/Gary Szymczak/Patty Szymczak/ Joyce Willis/ Denise Fox By: GCHS CH Class Act’s Shot Through The Heart Windfall-Hillsi RN CGC -- GCH CH Myjoy-Foxhaven Once A Witch Always A Witch Windfall OWNER: Jeffrey A Pyle/ Ralph Kooker/ Michael Little MW BOM

HYLOWE’S YESTERDAY OF EDAN DN54983601 Breeder: Julie Tittl/Tiffany King By: CH No Holds Barred Of Edan -- GCHS CH Hylowes Bitter Sweet Symphony CA OWNER: Ann Schultz/ Julie Tittl MW RMB

KRystal’s KATY DN52563503 Breeder: Michael Sherman/Kristan Sherman By: GCHB CH Cherpa’s High Dollar Client -- Elite Design Asia Tokaye Dershimer OWNER: Kristan Sherman/ Michael Sherman SW BIM

VONDINEHARTS HI JYNX DN54432105 Breeder: Nick Dinehart/Sandy Dinehart By: GCH CH Bloomsbeerys Amadeus -- Von Dineharts Everybody Wants Alexus OWNER: Sandy Dinehart SW RMB

JOMAR’S XTRA SPECIAL V CHERPA DN54997302 Breeder: Mrs. Bonnie E Calloway By: GCH CH Cherpa’s Exxon Of Lealynn -- CH Bigsky Windvane’s Romance Of Jomar OWNER: Samuel Israel SP BOM
**INQUEST CABARET OF SHE-ROCK'S CARLISLE**  
DN53388903 Breeder: Stephanie Schrock/Ileana Nogueras  
By: GCH CH Karizma’s Montego Bay Von Loar -- GCH CH She-Rock's Girl On Fire Vonhornberger RN FDC  
OWNER: Dionne Carlisle | Nora and Gerald Carlton  
SP RMB

**WINDFALL'S I AM WOMAN V ROSS**  
DN53275606 Breeder: Jeff Pyle/Gary Szymczak/Patty Szymczak/Joyce Willis/Denise Fox  
By: GCHS CH Class Act’s Shot Through The Heart Windfall-Hillsi RN CGC -- GCH CH Myjoy-Foxhaven Once A Witch Always A Witch Windfal  
OWNER: Elaine Ross  
NW BIM

**JJ'S BALTIC SEA ODYSSEY V ARSENIY RN CGC**  
DN53002602 Breeder: Marina Salkov/Jim Hall/Juanita Williamson  
By: CH Kis Malchik Van Contra Haus -- Eklectic's Trinket  
OWNER: Laura Cronin | Sherril Johnson  
NW RMB

**BEST IN MATURITY**  
70

**BEST OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN MATURITY**  
41
AMATEUR MATURITY
Judges
Ms. Sheree Moses – Bitches
Mr. Jack Kilgour – Dogs
Ms. Sheree Moses – Best In Amateur Maturity

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS: Amateur Maturity Dogs

49 1st  TERRA NORTE'S TENNESSEE WILLIAMS DN52923002 Breeder: Valerie Manning
By: GCH CH Bomar Agon De Rancho Backachers -- GCHB CH Terra Norte's Night Time In Nevada PT
OWNER: Valerie Manning  SW BAIM

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS: Amateur Maturity Bitches

86 1st  BARK HILLS WILD FIRE WHAT WUZ I THINKIN FDC CGCA TKN DN53991904
Breeder: Fred Wayne DeFriece By: Wolf Creek's Sir Buddy My Buddy Of Baskerville -- Bonjens Layla at Treeview
OWNER: Patti Cross|Doug Cross  MA BAIM

87 3rd  TERRA NORTE'S AMERICA FERRERA DN52923003 Breeder: Valerie Manning
By: GCH CH Bomar Agon De Rancho Backachers -- GCHB CH Terra Norte's Night Time In Nevada PT
OWNER: Valerie Manning  SW BOAM

88 2nd  JJ'S BALTIC SEA ODYSSEY V ARSENIY RN CGC DN53002602 Breeder: Marina Salkov/Jim Hall/Juanita Williamson
By: CH Kis Malchik Van Contra Haus -- Eklectic's Trinket
OWNER: Laura Cronin|Sherril Johnson  NW BAIM

BEST AMATEUR IN MATURITY 86

BEST OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST AMATEUR IN MATURITY 49